
Astrophotography group “Deep level 4”



Setup

Aperture: 150 mm (6 inch) 
Focal length: 600 mm 
Focal ratio (F-stop): f/4 
CCD camera: min temp -45 Co compared to the ambient 



The Process Main Steps
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1. Leveling and 
balancing

2. Flat frames

3. Polar alignment

4. Focus

PREPARATION

5. Guiding 
calibration

CAPTURING

6. Light frames

7. Dark frames

8. Bias frames

PROCESSING

9. Stacking

10. Background 
extraction

11. Color 
calibration

12. Histogram 
stretching

The process of making an astrophotography image can vary for everyone, depending on technique, conditions, interests, choice of software, and last but 
not least, the photographer's goals. If the goal is to achieve the highest quality result with artistic value, the process can be much more complicated and 
lengthy. We don't aim to achieve an artistic product, but we also aim to show the captured object as well as possible for the time invested and the 
equipment we have available at the time. We divide the process roughly into three phases: preparation, capturing, processing. Preparation begins with the 
onset of civil twilight and ends with the onset of astronomical twilight. Processing begins the next day if I have not scheduled more nights for the site.



The Software
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Deep Sky

Planetary, Lunar

Guiding

PROCESSING

Stacking

Background 
extraction

Color calibration

Histogram 
stretching Noise removal Color saturation

Deep-Sky 
Stacker

Siril, Gimp, PixInsight

APT, SharpCap

FireCapture, SharpCap, ASICap

PHD2



Processing Deep-Sky with Siril: 7 Simple Steps
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1. Crop

3. Photometric color 
calibration

5. Histogram 
stretching

2. Background 
gradient extraction

4. Deconvolution

6. Removing the 
green noise

8. Color saturation

9. Extract/Save

Crop the useful part of the image

Background neutralization

Automatic colour calibration 
using photometric data

Improve image sharpness

Levels transformation or histogram stretching

Elimination of "green noise" (specific of RGB astrocameras).

Colour enhancement

Save the final result to a file in the selected format.



Moon

► Current constellation: 
Virgo

► Distance: 387 865 km

► Apparent size: 
36.6% illuminated

► Current phase: 
Waxing Crescent
6.1 days old



Messier 56 Globular Cluster
★ Discovered in 1779 by Charles 

Messier.
★ Located in the constellation Lyra.
★ 33,000 light-years away from Earth.
★ Apparent magnitude of 8.3.
★ Image was constructed using  

live-stacking for 11 frames with 2 
minutes each, in visible light.



IC5146 “Cocoon Nebula” 



Dumbbell Nebula 
also known as: Messier 27, 
Apple Core Nebula, 
and  NGC6853

► Planetary nebula, discovered in 1764 by Charles 
Messier

► Distance - 1360 light-years
► Brightness of visual magnitude - 7.5
► Can be seen toward the constellation of the Fox 

(Vulpecula)



NGC 6611 – The Eagle Nebula 



IC 63 - Ghost of Cassiopeia Nebula

Cassiopeia Constellation | 550 light years | Simple Hydrogen 
bombarded with ultraviolet radiation from the blue giant 
Cassiopeia making it glowing in red light  | It is visible from 
mid-northern and higher latitudes | 13 hours of exposition | 
5,2 minutes each frame | +100 images | -10 °C temperature 
of the camera |



SN2022hrs
located in NGC4647 in the equatorial constellation of Virgo

► Type Ia supernova
► Distance - 63 million light-years
► 10 frames - 2 min exposure
► Brightness of visual magnitude - 14.7



SN2022hrs



Thank you!


